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Cooperative Research Australia acknowledges the traditional custodians of the land on 
which we operate, the Ngunnawal people. We also acknowledge the traditional custodians 
of the various lands across Australia upon which our members operate.  

We pay our respects to Elders past, present and emerging and celebrate the diversity of 
Aboriginal peoples and their ongoing cultures and connections to our lands and waters.  
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Executive Summary  

Cooperative Research Australia (CRA) welcomes the opportunity to provide 
recommendations for consideration in the Australian Government’s 2024-25 Budget. 

CRA is the voice of industry-research collaboration in Australia.  CRA advocates for the 
translation of research,  maximising commercial, economic, social, and environmental 
outcomes for the benefit of all Australians. Our members are the lynchpin in the Australian 
innovation system and are focused on creating new products, services, industries, and value 
in our economy. CRA represents Cooperative Research Centres (CRCs), their 
spinoff/successor entities, CRC–Project grant participants, 30 universities and research 
institutions, other industry-research boundary spanning entities, associated businesses, 
alumni and professionals. 

Our contribution focuses on the impacts that research and development bring to the 
economy, with a particular interest in a unified and robust system that backs Australian 
innovative capability. The highlights of CRA's recommendations are: 
 

• Grow R&D investment from all sources as a percentage of GDP from 1.8 to 3 
percent, aligning with global standards. 

• Incentivise innovation through industry-led research collaboration by establishing an 
up to 20% R&D tax collaboration premium  

• Direct efficient investment and effort through a framework for cross-portfolio, cross-
sector, and National-State coordination on national innovation priorities. 

• Restore investment in the Cooperative Research Centres (CRC) Program, creating a 
separate funding pool for CRC-Projects to provide incentive for business to invest in 
collaborative research. 

• Support the development of a guide to successful industry-research collaboration, 
translation and commercialisation through accessing and analysing data on the CRC 
program. 

• Support an accelerated start and smooth transition/windup of CRCs and similar  
entities.  

• Provide support for enterprises through the delicate stages of translation and 
commercialisation through public procurement, addressing the missing middle by 
investing in Australian capability. 

• Safeguard Australia from lost intellectual property through non-dilutive funding and 
supportive regulatory settings. 

• Implement evaluation methods for programs that foster risk appetite and tolerance 
by avoiding sudden discontinuation of a program; rather substitute the concept of 
failure for a positive narrative around learnings. 

Cooperative Research Australia is committed to working collaboratively with the Australian 
Government to build an innovation strategy that ensures a productive and prosperous 
nation for all Australians. We are open to facilitating a platform for further consultation 
and/or clarification with our members on any of the recommendations.   



 

 

Australia's Path to a Resilient Future 
 
The global economic landscape is evolving, and Australia’s response must be both agile and 
targeted. Our nation faces persistent challenges due to a slower economy. These include 
declining productivity and economic complexity. To address these issues, it is paramount 
that we recognise innovation as a multifaceted system requiring a unified and cohesive 
approach. 
 
According to The Treasury’s Working Paper 2022-01, a decline in productivity growth in 
Australia can be attributed to a widening gap between firms at the global technological 
frontier and local enterprises, indicating a slower adoption of cutting-edge technologies and 
processes. This trend underscores the importance of policies aimed at incentivising firms to 
adopt, innovate and improve. 
 
Recognising innovation as a key driver is essential, as it not only addresses the current 
productivity challenges but also serves as a catalyst for growth, competitiveness, national 
wealth, job security, and overall resilience. Cooperative Research Australia (CRA) urges 
Treasury to consider a visionary approach to fostering innovation as a key driver for 
Australia’s economic prosperity. 
 
Implicitly or explicitly, the National Innovation System serves as the backbone for progress 
with its effectiveness hinging on the seamless collaboration of interdependent components 
led by governments, businesses, and research entities. To fully leverage this system, the 
Australian government must not only comprehend its intricacies but also convey this 
understanding to the public. 
 
Boosting national priorities requires efficient cross-portfolio and cross-sector investments, 
with innovation serving as the catalyst for exponential growth. The National Reconstruction 
Fund (NRF), conceived as a holistic national strategy, should be embedded as a whole-of-
government approach,  reaching its full potential by aligning with other schemes, fortifying 
the research-to-commercialization process and fostering innovation at every stage. 
 
Australia's R&D investment has plummeted to record lows. Elevating R&D investment from 
1.68 percent to 3 percent of GDP is imperative, not just as a numerical target but as an 
investment in future competitiveness and resilience, aligning with the the Government’s 
policy commitment. This requires a focus on programs that unlock and incentivise business 
R&D. 

In addition to the creation of the National Reconstruction Fund (NRF), further investment in 
programs that are demonstrated to stimulate private sector investment in R&D, such as CRC 
Program, will assist in growing national investment in R&D.  As will addressing the R&D Tax 
Incentive. 

 
 



 

 

The Australian Government can drive innovation by being a demanding customer. Public 
procurement becomes a crucial lever to bolster Australian capability, paving the way for 
businesses to follow suit. Moreover, fostering a culture of risk-taking is paramount for 
sustained innovation and resilience in the face of challenges. 
 
As we navigate these dynamic times, CRA urges Treasury to consider these 
recommendations not as isolated measures but as a comprehensive strategy to unlock 
Australia's innovation potential—a key driver of sustained economic growth and prosperity. 
The following recommendations are not aspirations, but rather practical steps responding 
to the challenges and opportunities that lie ahead. 
 

Recommendations 
 
Working together towards a robust system 
 

• Strengthen our collective understanding of the National Innovation System as a 
unified and cohesive system between interdependent components  

• Direct efficient investment and effort through a framework for cross-portfolio, cross-
sector, and National-State coordination on national innovation priorities. 

• Realise the full potential of the National Reconstruction Fund (NRF) by aligning it 
with grant schemes across government. 

 
Fortifying R&D for Economic Growth 
 

• Increase R&D investment as a percentage of GDP from 1.8 to 3 percent, aligning with 
global standards. 

• Restore investment in Cooperative Research Centres (CRC) Program, and grow the 
National Collaborative Research Infrastructure Strategy (NCRIS) to stimulate long-
term and sustained private R&D. 

 
• Incentivise innovation through industry-led research collaboration by establishing an 

up to 20% R&D tax collaboration premium  
 
 
Empowering Australia's Sovereign Capability 
  

• Provide support for enterprises through the delicate stages of translation and 
commercialisation through public procurement, addressing the missing middle by 
investing in Australian capability. 

• Safeguard Australia from lost intellectual property through non-dilutive funding and 
supportive regulatory settings. 
 

Nurturing successful collaboration and entrepreneurship through a shift in culture  
 



 

 

• Implement evaluation methods for programs that foster risk appetite and tolerance 
and establish protocols for changes to existing programs and the establishment of 
new programs to embed certainty for investment in innovation. 

• CRA recommends investment of $1.0 m in 2024/24 in the development of a guide to 
successful industry-research collaboration, translation and commercialisation 
through accessing and analysing data on the CRC program, and support for an 
accelerated start and smooth transition/windup of CRCs and similar entities to foster 
best practice.  
 

 


